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The recent huge availability of data coming from mobile phones, social networks and
urban sensors leads research scientists to new opportunities and challenges. For example,
mining micro-blogs content to unveil latent information about people sentiment and
opinions is drawing more and more attention, since it can improve the understanding of

intelligent services.
In this paper we present CrowdPulse, a domain-agnostic framework for text analytics

of social streams. The framework extracts textual data from social networks and
implements algorithms for semantic processing, sentiment analysis and classification of
gathered data. The framework has been deployed in two real-world scenarios in order to
identify the most at-risk areas of the Italian territory according to the content posted on
social networks and to monitor the recovering state of the social capital of L'Aquila's city
after the dreadful earthquake of April 20091, respectively.

In both scenarios, the framework showed its effectiveness and confirmed the insight
that the combination of technologies specifically designed for Big Data processing with
state-of-the-art methodologies for semantic analysis of textual content can provide very
interesting findings and permits the analysis of such phenomena in a totally new way.

& 2015 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction

According to a recent claim by IBM2, 90% of data
available today have been created in the last two years.
This uncontrolled and exponential growth of the online
information, which typically falls under the name of Big
Data [37], led to two different trends: first, new technol-
ogies to store and process in an effective way these data
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are more and more required, as proved by the recent
spread of Hadoop [58], BigTable [15] and MongoDB [16].
Second, a big variety of platforms and applications trying
to extract some value from this plethora of information
recently arise [25].

Indeed, it is a common viewpoint [27,17] that the
combination of data coming from social media, smart-
phones and especially from urban sensors can actually
enable the smart cities model, paving the way to the
development of several innovative services and applica-
tions. By following this research line, the recent paradigm
of Social Sensing [2,4] further emphasized this vision, since
it proposed an integrated model in which users them-
selves are turned into sensors, entities that produce simple
rough information which is processed and aggregated in
order to generate some valuable human-based findings
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obtained through the combination and merge of
individual-based data.

Beyond the typical sensing applications, as those focus-
ing on tracking vehicles [22] to avoid traffic congestions or
healthcare tracking and predicting people's lifestyle [26], a
big research effort has been made to analyze text-based
signals, such as those coming from social networks like
Twitter or Facebook. The reason is twofold: first, meth-
odologies for Natural Language Processing (NLP) rely on
very consolidated and effective algorithms, thus it is
relatively simpler to process textual data rather than
audio, video or especially environmental-based ones. Sec-
ond, despite its size grows more slowly than video or
audio data3, textual content represents a very rich, inter-
esting and valuable information source. As an example,
255 million Twitter active users broadcast everyday more
than 500 million Tweets to their 208 followers (on
average)4, thus techniques for semantic analysis of textual
content coming from social networks can provide very
interesting findings and improve the understanding of
psycho-social dynamics in a totally new way.

2. Motivations and scenarios

The spread of social networks radically changed and
renewed many consolidated behavioral paradigms, since
people today exploit these platforms for decision-making
related tasks, to support causes, to provide their circles
with recommendations or even to express opinions and
discuss about the city or the place where they live5. Thanks
to the heterogeneous nature of the discussions that take
place on social networks, several interesting applications
relying on the analysis of textual streams, ranging from
online brand monitoring [67] and instant polls [45] to
event and incident detection [55], recently emerged.

Generally speaking, the development of a framework
for semantic analytics of textual content is a non-trivial
task, since it requires the combination of several tools and
techniques. Given that the required processing is strictly
related to the nature of the data as well as to the analysis
the user wants to perform, a NLP pipeline is often not
enough to extract by itself valuable findings from data,
thus it is necessary to couple it with advanced content
processing methodologies such as opinion mining [48],
content classification [56], semantic processing [62], and
network analysis [64].

To this aim, in this paper we present a domain-agnostic
framework for semantic analysis of social streams, the so-
called CrowdPulse. The framework is able to extract,
analyze and aggregate textual content produced by people
on social platforms in order to provide users with some
interesting findings and information which are hidden and
latent in human-generated data. Our framework can per-
form massive extraction and mining of social streams and
implements state-of-the-art algorithms for semantic
3 http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provi
der/visual-networking-index-vni/white_paper_c11-520862.html

4 https://about.twitter.com/company
5 http://www.go-gulf.ae/blog/

what-people-share-on-social-networks/

Please cite this article as: C. Musto, et al., CrowdPulse: A fram
Information Systems (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.is.2015
processing and sentiment analysis of content. Moreover,
it makes the output available through an interactive
analytics console based on widespread and effective data
visualization formalisms such as maps, charts and tag
clouds.

One of the distinguishing aspects of this work lies in
the originality of the scenarios in which the framework has
already been deployed: the Italian Hate Map and L'Aquila
Social Urban Network. In both cases, our platform has been
exploited to develop novel intelligent services based on
the analysis of social streams. In the first case, the
aggregation and the semantic analysis of micro-blogs posts
has been performed to build a map of the most at-risk
areas in Italy, while in the latter semantic processing has
been coupled with sentiment analysis and text classifica-
tion to obtain a snapshot of people feelings and opinions
about the state of the city of L'Aquila after the earthquake
of 2009. In the following, an overview of both scenarios is
provided.
119
2.1. The Italian Hate Map

This project aims to analyze the content produced on
social networks in order tomeasure the level of intolerance
of the Italian country. The analysis was performed by
analyzing five different facets, called intolerance dimen-
sions: homophobia, racism, violence against women, anti-
semitism and disability.

The main goal of the project, inspired by the Hate Map
built by Humboldt University6, was to localize the areas
where intolerant behaviors more frequently occur, in order
to guide the definition of specific interventions (recovery
and prevention, for example) on the territory. However,
different from the American Hate Map, the project aimed
at automatically labeling intolerant content and analyzing
the Tweets in order to filter out ambiguous or
polysemous terms.

In this scenario, CrowdPulse acted as real backbone
since it was exploited to identify and extract the intolerant
content from social networks, to filter out from the
analysis ambiguous Tweets, to calculate the sentiment
conveyed by the extracted content and to localize the
Tweets in order to produce as final output an heat map7 as
that showed in Fig. 1. The insight behind the adoption of a
heat map is to graphically emphasize the areas with a
higher ratio of intolerant Tweets. In this specific example,
northern Italy immediately emerges as the area where the
users more frequently tweet intolerant content. It is worth
to state that, by following the guidelines about the release
of Open Data8, all the content (filtered of all the informa-
tion about both the author of the Tweet and the users who
are mentioned) has been made available in CSV format as
well, in order to help public administrations to analyze and
study the enormous amount of content posted on social
network and to proactively plan prevention and awareness
activities in specific areas. More details about the
121
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6 http://users.humboldt.edu/mstephens/hate/hate_map.html
7 http://http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_map/
8 Publishing Open Data: http://www.w3.org/TR/gov-data/
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Fig. 1. Italian Hate Map – an example output.
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methodology adopted to build the maps will be presented
in next section.

2.2. L'Aquila Social Urban Network

L'Aquila hit the headlines in April 2009 because of a
tremendous earthquake which killed 297 people. Nowa-
days, the severe trauma to physical and psycho-social
structures is still in the phase of recovery. In this scenario,
ENEA9 (Italian National Agency for New Technologies,
Energy and Sustainable Economic Development) proposed
a smart cities-related project called City 2.0, aiming at
empowering and revitalizing the urban heritage and the
social capital of the city after the dreadful earthquake. At
this end, an interdisciplinary team (researchers, architects
and engineers) jointly worked with ENEA on the design of
a Social Urban Network (SUN).

The SUN relies on the insight that the analysis of the
content produced by the citizens on social networks can
produce a reliable snapshot of the current state of the
recovering process. The multidisciplinary facet of the
project lies in the fact that typical Artificial Intelligence
and NLP techniques have been coupled with psychological
research.

Indeed, in the first part of the project a set of social
indicators to be monitored (as trust or sense of community,
see Fig. 2), defined by exploiting standard procedures of
psycho-social research [46], has been set. Next, in Crowd-
Pulse we implemented a methodology which automati-
cally mapped all the content posted on social networks by
L'Aquila citizens to those social indicators. Finally, by
adopting sentiment analysis techniques, each social indi-
cator was provided with a positive or negative synthetic
9 http://www.enea.it

Please cite this article as: C. Musto, et al., CrowdPulse: A fram
Information Systems (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.is.2015
aggregated score, defined on the ground of the sentiment
conveyed by all the posts which refer to that social
indicator. The underlying idea is to appoint some commu-
nity promoter who can monitor in real-time through a
visual dashboard the aggregated score of each social
indicator, and can tackle the situation by identifying
activities or specific interventions aimed at empowering
some facets of the social capital when some negative
trends emerge.
2.3. Objective and contributions

As previously introduced, the objective of this paper is
to propose a domain-agnostic framework for semantic
analysis of social streams. According to the nature of the
above-described scenarios, it is possible to define a coarse-
grained set of requirements which our framework has to
implement:
1.
ew
.06
Extract textual information from social networks.

2.
 Associate a richer semantics to each piece of content (e.

g. the general topic a textual piece of information is
about).
3.
 Associate an opinion (positive, negative, neutral) to
each piece of content.
4.
 Aggregate and present the information stream in a way
which is easy to be understandable for the users.

In the following sections, we will show how each of the
features has been implemented, and how our framework
has been designed to be easily adapted to any domain. The
contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
121
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We propose a domain-agnostic modular framework for
real-time processing of social streams of human-
ork for real-time semantic analysis of social streams,
.007i
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generated data.
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We introduce a pipeline based on state-of-the-art
methodologies for semantic processing and sentiment
analysis of textual content.
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 We show the application of our framework in two real-
world use case scenarios of our platform.
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We evaluate the effectiveness of the framework with
two experiments based on real-world data.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: firstly,
Section 3 presents Related Work in the area, while Section
4 describes the architecture of the framework: we will
show the general workflow as well as the modules which
compose it. For each module a detailed description of the
functions along with the design choices will be provided.
Next, in Section 5 we focus on the experiments performed
on the above-mentioned scenarios, and finally Section 6
reports future research directions and concludes our work.
In the Appendix we show some of the output produced by
CrowdPulse for both scenarios.

3. Related work

The research line of social (or participatory) sensing
[2,4,33] is based on the insight that the merge and the
combination of crowd-based data can lead to the devel-
opment of novel services and applications. The first work
in the area date back to 2006, due to Campbell et al. [14],
who introduced the concept of people-based urban sensing.
This work paved the way to the definition of the first
frameworks designed for collection of mobile-based data,
as that proposed by Joki et al. [32]. The design of such
platforms has been progressively refined and improved, in
order to effectively deal with the recent large availability
of data. As showed by Rachuri et al. [52], recent social
sensing platforms take into account mobility pattern and
energy consumption to gather as much data as possible
from mobile sources.

Many recent work investigated the effectiveness of this
paradigm in urban scenarios: Shin et al., for example,
developed in [57] a model to identify the best
lease cite this article as: C. Musto, et al., CrowdPulse: A fram
formation Systems (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.is.2015
transportation mode by exploiting smartphone data.
Another innovative service is proposed by Albakour et al.
[3], who proposed a novel framework for the retrieval of
novel events based on the analysis of microblogging
activities. The framework measures unusual microblog-
ging activities in a certain area and uses that as an
indication of the occurrence of an event, and exploits this
information in a ranking function. Another typical applica-
tion is represented by disaster management. Slavkovik
et al. [59] show the state-of-the-art in the area of plat-
forms for incident identification based on social sensing.
The importance of crowdsourcing to improve the aware-
ness of emergency and the usefulness of urban sensing
platforms for such domains is also underlined by several
research work [65,30]. As an example, Prasetyo et al. [51]
propose a framework for the analysis of social data for
preventing and monitoring urban disasters. They merge
content-based information with emotions expressed,
activity performed and network-based information. The
research in the area has been fostered by the development
of platforms for disaster detection based on text mining
algorithms. A popular work in this research line is due to
Abel et al. [1], who developed Twitcident, a platform for an
incident or crises detection based on the combination of
algorithms for real-time extraction of Twitter data streams
with techniques for semantic analysis of content.

Regardless of the specific application domain, the
research area concerning the application of text analytics
algorithms to social media data (as micro-blog ones) falls
under the name of Social Media Analytics [34]. According
to Zeng et al. [66], social media analytics is supposed to
provide tools to collect, monitor, analyze, and visualize
social media data in an automated way. As already
introduced, the typical application of such methodologies
regards the marketing area [40,24]. In [67], Ziegler et al.
show the application of social media analytics techniques
for online brand monitoring. In [6], Armentano et al.
analyze microblog posts to provide users with recommen-
dations of people to follow.

More recent attempts focused on the application of
such techniques in different domains: In [10], the authors
ework for real-time semantic analysis of social streams,
.06.007i
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Fig. 3. The architecture of the semantic content analysis framework.
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investigate the relationship between the mood expressed
by Twitter users and the fluctuations of stock markets. To
this aim, they combined algorithms for the extraction of
textual content with external resource to obtain the
sentiment conveyed by social content. The same strategy
has been evaluated by the same authors also to analyze the
dynamics of socio-economic phenomena [9]. The analysis
of the sentiment expressed by people on social networks is
also the focus of Felicittá, proposed by Allisio et al. [5]. In
this paper, the authors propose a lexicon-based algorithm
for sentiment analysis of geolocalized Tweets aiming at
estimating the level of happiness of different areas in Italy.
Differently, Schedl proposed in [49] a model to learn the
relationship between Twitter posting behavior and music
listening habits. On another work the authors applied text
mining techniques to analyze microblogs discussion in the
health domain: in [50], the authors apply statistical-based
processing and natural language processing techniques to
identify co-occurrences between concepts in health-
related Tweets. Such analysis provided several interesting
findings as localizing illnesses by geographic region, ana-
lyzing symptoms or medication usage and tracking ill-
nesses over time.

Moreover, Paris et al. [49] show that through the
analysis of social media political institutions and govern-
ment one can easily track the opinion of the people about
recent measures. The analysis of Twitter posts about
politics is also investigated by Stieglitz et al. [60]. This
framework represents the most similar attempt to develop
a domain-agnostic framework for the extraction and the
analysis of textual streams from social networks. Indeed, in
Please cite this article as: C. Musto, et al., CrowdPulse: A fram
Information Systems (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.is.2015
this work the authors implement algorithms for the
extraction of posts from Twitter, Facebook and weblogs
and provide users with several heuristics and several
visualization widgets.

But, different from CrowdPulse, this framework does
not implement neither algorithms for semantic content
representation nor techniques for sentiment analysis. This
is a very important issue, since, as showed by our use
cases, semantics and sentiment analysis play a key role for
most of the potential scenarios. Furthermore, different
from most of the applications currently available, the main
distinguishing aspect of our framework by the originality
of the scenarios in which it has already been deployed.
Indeed, up to our knowledge, psycho-social analysis of
social data is a never investigated research line.

4. CrowdPulse

CrowdPulse is a framework for real-time semantic
analysis of social streams. The framework is based on the
concept of analysis. Each analysis is run by defining a set of
extraction heuristics and some processing steps. In a typical
pipeline, a user interacts with the framework by defining
the social networks she wants to analyze and the heur-
istics based on which will then extract content from those
platforms. Next, the user defines the type of processes he
wants to perform on the content previously extracted and
the kind of data visualization he needs. The goal of the
platform is to extract, analyze, aggregate and organize very
large amount of rough data, in order to produce some
analytics or some data visualization which is valuable for
ework for real-time semantic analysis of social streams,
.06.007i
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final users. It is important to underline that the framework
is totally domain-independent, thus it can aggregate and
extract every kind of content the user wants to analyze.

The general architecture of the framework is provided in
Fig. 3. Hereafter, a brief description of each component is
provided.
69
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Social extractor feeds a database of contributions by
exploiting the official APIs of the most popular social
networks. This database is updated in real-time and it
is fed according to specific heuristics (e.g. to extract all
the Tweets containing a specific hashtag, all the posts
or the Tweets coming from a specific location, and all
the posts crawled from specific Facebook pages).
77
�
79
Semantic Tagger associates to each piece of content the
topic it is about. For this step we implemented a
technique relying on a pipeline of entity linking algo-
rithms, such as Tag.me [21] and DBpedia Spotlight [41].
81
�
83

85
Sentiment Analyzer associates a polarity to each piece of
content. In this case we implemented a Lexicon-based
approach that exploits annotated vocabularies which
associate a polarity (positive, negative or neutral) or a
numerical sentiment score to all the terms of a lan-
guage (e.g. SentiWordNet [19]).
87
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91
Domain-specific Processing further processes the output
of the extraction and analysis pipeline, in order to
produce the outcomes required by each specific sce-
nario. To this aim, it integrates a broad range of Data
Mining and Machine Learning techniques.
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Analytics Console shows the final output to the user, by
providing him with different widgets and data visuali-
zation paradigms.

In a typical pipeline, a user interacts with the framework
by defining her own extraction heuristics as well as the social
networks she wants to analyze. Next, once the extraction
processes have started, all the content is processed by the
Semantic Tagger and the Sentiment Analyzer. This step is
performed in background and the output is locally stored.
Finally, the information is aggregated and is presented to the
user through an interactive interface which is updated in real-
time. The way the information is aggregated and the kind of
widgets which are presented typically depend on the analysis
and the outcomes the user wants to obtain: in some cases it
can be useful to plot on a pie chart the sentiment of the
population about a certain fact or brand, or to check the
evolution of the sentiment over a certain period of time, while
in other scenarios the user could ask to put all the geotagged
content on a map in order to analyze the spread of a certain
topic over different areas and so on. The analysis which could
be performed through such framework can be potentially
infinite.

In the next sections a thorough description of each of
the above-described components, along with the design
choices, will be provided.
119
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10 http://developer.facebook.com
11 http://dev.twitter.com
12 http://techcrunch.com/2013/12/30/pew-social-networking/
13 https://code.google.com/p/language-detection/
4.1. Social Extractor

The Social Extractor is the essential component of the
pipeline implemented in CrowdPulse. Given some
lease cite this article as: C. Musto, et al., CrowdPulse: A fram
formation Systems (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.is.2015
extraction heuristics, the component connects to the most
popular social network platforms in order to extract some
content which matches the heuristics and to feed the
database of contributions. This framework implements the
bridges towards Facebook10 and Twitter11 by exploiting
their official API. This design choice is due to the fact that,
as showed by recent statistics12, most of the online
discussions arise on these social networks, thus they can
provide good and reliable snapshots of feelings and
opinions of the online population. As regards Twitter, the
content is extracted by querying the official Streaming
APIs, while for Facebook, due to privacy reasons, only the
content coming from specific pages or specific groups has
been extracted.

As extraction heuristics, six different alternatives are
available to the users:
�

ew
.06
Content extracts all the Tweets which contain a
specific term.
�
 User extracts all the Tweets posted by a specific user,
given its user name.
�
 Geo extracts all the available (geolocalized) Tweets,
given latitude, longitude and radius.
�
 ContentþGeo extract all the available geolocalized
Tweets which match the terms indicated.
�
 Page extract all the posts coming from a specific page
(the main post as well as the replies).
�
 Group extract all the posts coming from a specific group
(the main posts as well as the replies).

Clearly, the first four heuristics regard Twitter while the
last two are used to extract data from Facebook. Even if
Facebook API permits the extraction of more content (e.g. all
the likes of a specific user and all the discussions in a specific
timeline), we only took into account the content labeled as
public, since the goal of the platform is to perform a large-
scale massive extraction and mining of content, without the
need of an explicit authorization of the users.

It is worth to note that each of the above-mentioned
extraction heuristics can be made more precise by asso-
ciating a specific language to each of them, in order to
better drive the extraction process on the ground of the
requirements of a specific scenario (e.g. all the content
extracted around London and written in Chinese). Language
detection is performed by adopting state-of-the-art open
source libraries13.

Given these heuristics, the framework allows us to
perform a broad range of analysis. As an example, it is
possible to analyze the opinion of the people about
different facts in different areas of the city, to analyze
what are they Tweeting or posting about or even to see
how a certain topic can spread over time or over the town.
As regards our specific applications, in the Italian Hate Map
scenario the Social Extractor was launched by defining a
set of sensible terms for each of the above-mentioned
intolerance dimensions. Due to the complexity of the task,
ork for real-time semantic analysis of social streams,
.007i
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the definition of the lexicons associated to each dimension
was performed by psychologists with specific experience
in this domain. The final list contained 76 terms which
were used to set the CONTENT heuristics during the extrac-
tion process. In this specific scenario, only Twitter was
used as source to extract intolerant content. Indeed, due to
Facebook policies, no groups or pages with a clear homo-
phobic or racist intent are available on the platform. On
the other side, by considering Twitter, the simple usage of
the terms (with or without hashtags) clearly identifies the
intent of the post.

In the case of Social Urban Network, the SOCIAL EXTRACTOR has
been launched by using several heuristics. As regards Face-
book, specific pages and groups managed by citizens of
L'Aquila (especially those focusing on the discussions about
the consequences of the earthquake) have been analyzed. For
Twitter, both the GEO heuristic (set on the latitude and long-
itude of L'Aquila) and the USER one have been exploited. In the
first case, all the Tweets localized in a range of 50 km from the
city of L'Aquila have been extracted, while in the latter all the
Tweets posted by the main local newspapers as well as the
reTweets and the mentions to such articles by other users
have been considered.

Regardless of the specific scenario, all the extracted
information is then anonymized and locally stored in a
database of contributions. MongoDB was chosen as storage
solution14, since its document-based storage model per-
fectly fits the requirements of our framework. Further-
more, as proved by recent statistics15, it is gaining more
and more attention and interest from both research and
development communities.

Hereafter, we will refer to all the contributions as social
content, regardless of the source they come from.

4.2. Semantic Tagger

All the social content gathered by the Social Extractor needs
to be further processed before being aggregated, filtered and
presented in the Analytics Console with which the user will
interact. This is due to the fact that official API made available
by social networks return the available content by adopting a
simple keyword-based matching. As a consequence, due to
the well-known problems of ambiguity of natural languages
[36], a lot of noisy content is extracted, especially when
polysemous terms are used in the extraction heuristics. The
next example will clarify this aspect.

Let us suppose the term ”L'Aquila” is used in the Social
Urban Network project as extraction heuristics to get all the
Tweets where people talk about the city. Unfortunately, as
shown in Fig. 4, L'Aquila is a polysemous term, since in Italian
it is the translation of the term eagle, as well. As a conse-
quence, even if the first Tweet actually discusses about the
problems of the city after the earthquake, the latter is about
the risk of extinction of the eagle16.
117

14 https://www.mongodb.org/
15 http://db-engines.com/en/ranking
16 For the sake of simplicity, both Tweets are reported in Italian. The

translation of the first one is ’Cialente sends out an SOS, L'Aquila is going
to die’ while the translation of the latter is ’Wolf, eagle, otter and black
stork are rare and precious animals that live in Irpinia and are threatened'

Please cite this article as: C. Musto, et al., CrowdPulse: A fram
Information Systems (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.is.2015
The typical solution to this issue is to couple the
extraction algorithms with a Natural Language Processing
(NLP) pipeline able to produce a less noisy representation
of the content gathered by the Social Extractor. Moreover,
given that each analysis performed by CrowdPulse is
supposed to extract and process a lot of content (just
think about how many Tweets about L'Aquila are posted
every day in Italy), it makes sense to further improve the
representation and the organization of the information by
implementing topic modeling algorithms [63], such as the
well-known Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [8], in order
to provide the user with a more general and abstract
overview of the topics the extracted content is about.

In order to match with these requirements, in our
Semantic Tagger we implemented a pipeline of entity
linking algorithms able to produce a transparent, richer
and fine-grained semantic content representation relying
on Wikipedia-based features (hereafter, we will refer to
these features as concepts). In our approach, each social
content has been processed through a pipeline of state-of-
the-art entity linking algorithms. Specifically, we chose
DBpedia Spotlight17, Wikipedia Miner18 and Tag.me19.

Entity Linking (EL) [53] techniques share a common
insight, since they all aim to map an input text (composed
of n terms, w1…wn) to k entities (e1…ek; krn since it may
happen that some terms do not map to any entity) that are
mentioned in it. The EL process is typically carried out in
two steps: definition of the knowledge base and definition
of the linking methodology.

First, it is necessary to define a knowledge base which
contains all the possible entities that can be linked. In our
case, we choseWikipedia thanks to its reliability and its broad
coverage. As regards the linking methodologies, each approach
has clearly its own peculiarities. However, all linking processes
usually perform mention detection, ranking candidate entities
and (eventually) entity disambiguation. These steps are carried
out by exploiting a combination of statistical calculations and
Machine Learning techniques, all relying on the information
stored in Wikipedia, which is used as input corpus to build
the model.

As an example, the keyphraseness [42] (the ratio
between the number of times a term is used in Wikipedia
to mention a particular entity by the number of times the
term appears in the corpus) and the commonness [38] (the
ratio between the number of times a term is used in
Wikipedia to mention a particular entity by the number of
times the term is used to mention other different entities)
are typical statistical measures adopted to select and rank
the candidate entities associated to a word form.

Given a set of candidate entities, the disambiguation step is
performed by combining pure lexical approaches (as the
calculation of the overlap between the input text and the
description of the Wikipedia page of the candidate entity)
with more sophisticated Machine Learning techniques (as
classifiers [42] based on the analysis of surrounding words,
119

121

123

17 http://dbpedia-spotlight.github.io/demo/
18 http://wikipedia-miner.cms.waikato.ac.nz/
19 http://tagme.di.unipi.it/
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Fig. 4. Example of ambiguous Tweets.

Fig. 5. Entity-based representation of a Tweet.
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POS tagging information and the occurrence of entity-specific
terms).

Typically, the output of the process is a set of entities
each of which is provided with a confidence score. Thanks
to this methodology it is possible to capture the mention
of a name even if it is implicitly stated (this phenomenon
is called name variations, as Barack Obama or Obama, that
refer to the same entity). This is possible thanks to the fact
that the algorithm is trained based on the input corpus in
order to effectively capture the ways a particular entity is
typically referred to.

Fig. 5 provides the output of the processing of the first
Tweet. As shown in this figure, thanks to entity linking
algorithm our framework is able to understand that a certain
Tweet is about L'Aquila and Massimo Cialente (Mayor of the
city). It is worth to note that this methodology is able to
identify a mention to the Mayor even if its first name was not
explicitly mentioned in the original Tweet.

It immediately emerges that such a representation, beyond
being very transparent and more lightweight than classical
topic modeling techniques such as LDA, automatically incor-
porates stopwords removal, bigrams recognition as well as
entities identification and disambiguation. Furthermore, given
that each entity is mapped to aWikipedia page, we decided to
browse the Wikipedia categories’ tree to further enrich
content representation by introducing the most relevant
ancestor categories of that page. By considering the previous
example, given the concept Massimo Cialente, the representa-
tion is enriched by adding as extra features concepts such as
Democrats Politics and L'Aquila Mayors, thus extending the
representation with other relevant features that may be of
interest to understand what the content is about. This step is
performed with no costs, by just browsing to the Wikipedia
categories which are attached to the entity retrieved by the
algorithm. It is important to further emphasize that entity
linking algorithms, different from typical topic modeling
techniques, can also enrich the representation by introducing
features which not explicitly occur in the text, and this is
tremendously important in order to obtain amore transparent
and richer representation of social content.

To sum up, the goal of the Semantic Tagger is to process
all the previously extracted content by exploiting entity
Please cite this article as: C. Musto, et al., CrowdPulse: A fram
Information Systems (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.is.2015
linking algorithms, in order to obtain a richer and more
fine-grained semantic representation which is very valu-
able and useful for final users, in virtue of its transparency
and readability. It immediately emerges that this module
plays a key role for both scenarios: as shown in the
previous example, without a semantic processing step
the SUN project would have taken into account a lot of
noisy Tweets, thus providing a non-reliable snapshot of
people discussions and opinions about the city. Similarly,
the Italian Hate Map would have contained a lot of non-
relevant Tweets since many seed terms used to extract
intolerant content are polysemous (the Italian term finoc-
chio, which is in the list of seed terms, can refer to both
queer and fennel).

4.3. Sentiment Analyzer

Going back to the previous example regarding the city
of L'Aquila, it is very important to understand the opinion
of individuals about the topic they are posting about. To
this aim, we implemented in CrowdPulse a Sentiment
Analyzer module, whose goal is to associate a polarity to
each social content.

State of the art approaches for sentiment analysis are
typically classified in two categories: supervised approaches
[29,47] learn a classification model on the ground of a set of
labeled data, while unsupervised (or lexicon-based) ones
[61,18] infer the sentiment conveyed by a piece of text by
relying on (external) lexical resources whichmap each term to
a categorical (positive, negative, neutral) or numerical senti-
ment score. As an example, terms such as wonderful, beautiful
and joy have a positive sentiment score while terms such as
fear and sadness have a negative one.

Even if recent work in the area showed that supervised
approaches slightly overcome lexicon-based ones [44,54],
in CrowdPulse we preferred the latter, since they have the
advantage of being effective also in the absence of pre-
labeled training data, and this aspect is very important for
a framework which performs real-time computations such
as CrowdPulse. Different from the Semantic Tagger, for the
Sentiment Analyzer we did not rely on any external
algorithm, but we defined one on our own.

Our lexicon-based algorithm is based on the insight
that the polarity of a piece of text can be obtained on the
ground of the polarity of the micro-phrases which com-
pose it. Formally, the sentiment S conveyed by a social
content C is defined as the sum of the polarity conveyed by
the micro-phrases m1…mn. A new micro-phrase is built
ework for real-time semantic analysis of social streams,
.06.007i
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whenever a splitting cue is found in the text. As splitting
cues punctuations and conjunctions were used.

If we take into account the first Tweet reported in Fig. 4
”Cialente sends out an SOS, L'Aquila is going to die” it is split
into two micro-phrases, delimited by comma.

Next, the polarity of each micro-phrase depends on the
sentiment score of each term in the micro-phrase, labeled
as scoreðtjÞ, which is obtained from an external lexical
resource. As lexical resources we compared two state-of-
the-art solutions:
73
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SentiWordNet: SentiWordNet [7] is a lexical resource
devised to support Sentiment Analysis applications. It
relies on WordNet [43], a lexical database for the
English language. WordNet organizes all the English
terms by grouping them in synsets (portmanteau of
synonym sets). A synset is a group of word forms
belonging to the same lexical category (nouns, adjec-
tives, etc.) roughly sharing the same meaning. More-
over, WordNet automatically encodes binary relations
between synsets such as hyponymy, meronymy, and
hypernymy. WordNet's latest Online-version20 contains
155,287 words organized in 117,659 synsets. Senti-
WordNet extends WordNet by associating to each
synset three numerical sentiment scores (positivity,
negativity, neutrality).
Clearly, given that this lexical resource provides a
synset-based sentiment representation, different
senses of the same term may have different sentiment
scores. As shown in Fig. 6, the term terrible is provided
with two different sentiment associations.
�
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SenticNet: SenticNet [13] is a lexical resource for
concept-level sentiment analysis. It relies on the Sentic
Computing [12], a novel multi-disciplinary paradigm
for Sentiment Analysis. Different from SentiWordNet,
SenticNet is able to associate polarity and affective
information also to concepts such as accomplishing goal
and celebrate special occasion. At present, SenticNet
provides sentiment scores (in a range between �1
and 1) for 14,000 common sense concepts.
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In our approach, when SentiWordNet is used as lexicon,
each term tj is processed through a NLP pipeline to get its
POS tag. Given that the structure of Tweets and Facebook
posts is very different from typical textual content, we
performed POS-tagging by exploiting a tool specifically
designed for social content such as TweetNLP21, described
in [23].

Next, all the synsets mapped to that POS of the terms
are extracted. Finally, scoreðtjÞ is calculated as the weighted
average of all the sentiment scores of the sysnets. A similar
approach is performed for SenticNet, since the knowledge-
base is queried and the polarity associated to that term is
obtained. However, given that SenticNet also models
common sense concepts, the algorithm tries to match
more complex expressions (as bigrams and trigrams)
20 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/wordnet/download/
rent-version/
21 http://www.ark.cs.cmu.edu/TweetNLP/

lease cite this article as: C. Musto, et al., CrowdPulse: A fram
formation Systems (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.is.2015
before looking for simple unigrams. Moreover, we also
evaluated a combined approach which associates to tj the
average of the score obtained from both SentiWordNet and
SenticNet.

Next, given the score tj gathered from a lexical resource,
a list of modifiers (intensifier and downtoners) is exploited
to update the sentiment score of the terms occurring in a
fixed-size window near the modifier. Specifically, if a
modifier is found, the score of the terms in the window
is updated through the following formula:

scoreðtjÞ ¼ scoreðtjÞþðscoreðtjÞnwmodÞ ð1Þ
where scoreðtjÞ is the original score associated to the term
tj, while wmod is the weight associated to the modifier. As
an example, to the term less is associated a modifier score
of �1:5, while extremely has a score of 0.35. The size of the
window was set to 2 through a rough heuristics. As
modifier list we adopted the one presented in [11], which
consists of 175 concepts.

By referring to the previous example again, the Tweet
in Fig. 4 contains only a sentimental term (die), which
influences negatively the overall score (its SenticNet
score22 is �0.235).

Finally, we defined two different implementations of
such approach: BASIC and EMPHASIZED. In the BASIC formulation,
the sentiment of the social content C is obtained by first
summing the polarity of each micro-phrase. Then, the
score is normalized through the length of the whole text.
In this case the micro-phrases are just exploited to invert
the polarity when a negation is found in text:

Sbasic Cð Þ ¼
Xn

i ¼ 1

polbasicðmiÞ
jT j ð2Þ

polbasicðmiÞ ¼
Xk

j ¼ 1

scoreðtjÞ ð3Þ

The EMPHASIZED version is an extension of the basic
formulation which gives a bigger weight to the terms tj
belonging to specific part-of-speech (POS) categories:

Semph Cð Þ ¼
Xn

i ¼ 1

polemphðmiÞ
jTj ð4Þ

polemphðmiÞ ¼
Xk

j ¼ 1

scoreðtjÞnwposðtjÞ ð5Þ

where wposðtjÞ is greater than 1 if posðtjÞ ¼ adverbs, verbs,
adjectives, otherwise 1.

As regards the example about L'Aquila, in both cases
the overall polarity of the Tweet is negative since it
contains only a negative term. In the Experimental Evalua-
tion session the effectiveness of the lexicons as well as of
the variant of the approach has been evaluated against a
subset of the Tweets gathered for the Italian Hate Map.
Indeed, in such scenario it is tremendously important to
put on the map only the Tweets expressing a negative
opinion and containing an intolerant lexicon, thus we
evaluated the effectiveness of our algorithm.
121

12322 http://sentic.net/api/en/concept/die/
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Fig. 6. An example of sentiment association in SentiWordNet.
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4.4. Domain-specific processing

Each of the analysis which is carried out by CrowdPulse
typically requires some further processing in order to
produce the desired outcomes. This processing is typically
domain and scenario-dependent, and it may range from
the application of Machine Learning or Data Mining
techniques (as text classification or social networks
mining) to the definition of simple heuristics to filter out
or to enrich the data previously extracted. To this aim, in
our framework we exploited the Weka APIs23, since it
integrates a broad range of state-of-the-art techniques for
Machine Learning and Data Mining. Hereafter, we will
describe what kind of processing we implemented for the
scenarios we already carried out.

In the Italian Hate Map project, as domain-specific
processing we defined some heuristics to increase the
number of geolocalized Tweets. As confirmed by recent
studies [35], the amount of geolocalized Tweets is around
1% of the total number of Tweets everyday posted. Given
that the goal of the project was to put on the maps as more
Tweets as possible, we defined a methodology to increase
the number of Tweets with geo-location information. To
this aim, we exploited social network official APIs to
extract the location attribute for all the users who posted
intolerant content. When a specific location was indicated,
all the content coming from that specific user inherited the
information about the location. Similarly, we extracted all
the content posted by each user in a 7-day windows. If
other content (regardless it was intolerant or not) con-
tained information about the location, the location itself
was used to label all the intolerant Tweets from that user.

Furthermore, as regards the final output, some extra
processing has been performed to provide a better snap-
shot of the most at-risk Italian areas. Indeed, the final
maps do not show the rough number of Tweets localized
in that specific area, since the value has been normalized
by considering also a sample of (not intolerant) Tweets
extracted from that area in the same period of time. In this
way we showed on the maps the ratio of intolerant Tweets
over the total, which is a more reliable value.

On the other side, as regards the L'Aquila Social Urban
Network, we implemented a specific Content Scoring and
Classification algorithm. As previously introduced, this
processing is needed to map each content to one (or more)
23 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/index.html

Please cite this article as: C. Musto, et al., CrowdPulse: A fram
Information Systems (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.is.2015
of the social indicators and to associate a score to each of
them. This step has been carried out by comparing the
effectiveness of two different approaches: in the first case,
we exploited a set of labeled examples to learn a multi-
class classification model to associate a specific Tweet or a
specific post with the social indicator it refers to. As
features, all the keywords as well as all the Wikipedia
concepts (entities and categories) returned by the Seman-
tic Tagger have been taken into account. In the latter, a list
of sensible terms associated to each social indicator was
defined by the team of psychologists who worked on the
project, with the insight that the more the sensible terms
appear in the content, the more the influence of that post
on the social indicators.

Next, in order to provide each social indicator with a
score, each content has been processed through the SENTI-

MENT ANALYSIS module as well. The overall score of the social
indicator has been obtained by summing the sentiment
score conveyed by all the citizens when they post some-
thing on the social networks about that indicator. Specifi-
cally, the merge of the sentiment of all the content coming
from all the citizens about a specific indicator over a
certain period of time provides the synthetic score which
represents the snapshot of the feelings of L'Aquila's
citizens.

The processing carried out by the domain-specific
module developed for the SUN project is summarized in
Fig. 7. Given a Tweet coming from a citizen of L'Aquila24,
the classification algorithms associate to that Tweet (it is
about the idea of introducing new sustainable buildings in
the town) two social indicators: Sense of Belonging and
Trust. Next, the Sentiment Analysis algorithm associates to
that content a positive sentiment score, which is inherited
by both social indicators the content refers to. In this case,
their score is slightly increased thanks to the sentiment
conveyed by that user in her post. This process is per-
formed in real-time, in order to continuously update the
scores associated to each social indicator over time, as new
content is published on the social networks.

In the next section the effectiveness of the domain-
specific processing implemented for both scenarios has
been evaluated.
121

123
24 For the sake of simplicity, it is reported in its original version in

Italian language
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Fig. 7. Mapping Social Capital – Example.
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4.5. Analytics Console

The goal of the Analytics Console is to provide the user
with a set of tools which let him visualize and interact
with the aggregated results of the analysis he launched.
Specifically, we provided CrowdPulse with three different
visualization widgets: MAPS, TAG CLOUDS and CHARTS, which are
used to describe the output of the Extraction, Semantic
Tagging and Sentiment Analysis modules, respectively.

MAPS (see Fig. 8) are used to immediately let the user
visualize the geographical distribution of the data gath-
ered by the extraction component. This can be very useful
for several scenarios, as for example, to check the opinion
of the citizens about recent administrative measures over
different areas of the town, or to examine how popular is a
topic in a particular area. Data visualization is performed
by adopting the popular heat map formalism: the more
intense the red, the more the content extracted from that
particular location. Clearly, the maps produced as output
by CrowdPulse are not static: the user can interact with
them in the Analytics Console and can change the level of
details by zooming in or zooming out, in order to obtain a
broader or a more specific overview of data distribution.

TAG CLOUDS are used in CrowdPulse to aggregate and
organize the output produced by the Semantic Tagger. As
shown in Fig. 9, we designed three different kinds of tag
clouds, one for each of the output produced by the
Semantic Tagger. The concepts tag cloud reports the
entities returned by the entity linking pipeline, while the
content tag cloud shows the most popular terms and the
hashtag used in the analysis requested from the user.
Finally, the categories tag cloud is based on the Wikipedia
categories attached to the entities identified in the text.
Clearly, the size of each tag is related to the amount of
content (Tweets or posts) in which the concept is used. All
the elements in the tag cloud are not static, since the user
can click on them. By clicking on a tag, the platform will
update the widget by showing the most popular tags
Please cite this article as: C. Musto, et al., CrowdPulse: A fram
Information Systems (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.is.2015
which are used in co-occurrence with the tag the user
clicked on. This lets the user deepen the analysis by
focusing on some specific subsets of the content (e.g. the
posts about Massimo Cialente where people talk about
terremoto – earthquake, in English). It is worth to note that,
thanks to this visualization, the most relevant concepts as
well as the most relevant topics which occur in the
discussions immediately emerge and it is very simple to
get for the user a quick overview of the distribution of the
data gathered by the Extraction component.

Finally, CHARTS are used to report useful information
about the trends of the data which have been extracted. As
an example, in CrowdPulse the distribution of the senti-
ment over the posts stored for a certain analysis is plotted
on a pie chart, while a line chart is used to show the
amount of Tweets posted over time about a certain topic.
As shown in Fig. 10, pie charts can summarize the amount
of positive, negative and neutral Tweets, by providing a
quick overview of the overall sentiment of a specific
analysis. On the other side, through line charts also the
temporal dimension can be taken into account as well,
since the figure shows the trend in a specific time window
(8–18 January) of positive (green line), negative (red line)
and neutral Tweets (blue line).

The combination of maps, charts and tag cloud lets the
user to analyze data and have some aggregate views of the
latent information hidden in them, in order to obtain some
valuable and reliable insights and analytics from the rough
information gathered from social networks. In the Appen-
dix, we will show some of the output produced by
CrowdPulse for both scenarios.

5. Evaluation

In this section we report some details about the experi-
ments performed for each of the use cases previously pre-
sented. As regards the Italian Hate Map project, we carried out
an in vitro experiment aiming at measuring the effectiveness
ework for real-time semantic analysis of social streams,
.06.007i
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Fig. 8. An example of map-based visualization.

Fig. 9. An example of the semantic tag clouds implemented in CrowdPulse.
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of the Sentiment Analysis algorithm in this specific scenario.
Given that the goal of the project was to report on the map
only the intolerant content, to have an algorithm able to filter
out all the Tweets where the sensible terms are used without a
specific intolerant intent is tremendously important. Similarly,
in the scenario of SUN project, we compared the effectiveness
of both strategies we proposed for content classification. Indeed,
according to project's goals, it is very important to implement
an algorithm able to classify the content with respect to the
social indicator it actually refers to, in order to obtain a real and
valuable snapshot of the trends of the social indicators over
time. In the following, the experimental design as well as the
results of the experiment is reported.
115

117

119
5.1. Sentiment analysis for the Italian Hate Map

The goal of this experiment was twofold:
121
1.
123

P
In
To evaluate the effectiveness of our sentiment analysis
technique in filtering out non-intolerant content from
the map.
lease cite this article as: C. Musto, et al., CrowdPulse: A fram
formation Systems (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.is.2015
2.
ew
.06
To identify the best lexicon as well as the best strategy
to calculate sentiment scores.
As shown in Table 1, from January to October 2014 more
than 1,800,000 Tweets were extracted (43,000 of them were
geolocalized, around 2.3%) and were analyzed by the psy-
chologists who worked on the project. Specifically, they
analyzed the amount of the Tweets for each area and for
each intolerance dimension, looking for some patterns in the
distributions of the data (e.g. some areas with many intoler-
ant Tweets for more than one dimension). Moreover, they
studied terms usage in intolerant Tweets, by looking for
interesting co-occurrences of terms or co-occurrences of
concepts in a specific intolerance dimension. This analysis
provided several interesting outcomes: as an example, it
emerged that racist Tweets show a peak in conjunction with
football matches and sports events, while Tweets against
women are very frequent during TV-shows with showgirls.
As previously explained, the Extraction component was fed
with a set of 47 sensible terms defined by the team of
psychologists over the five intolerance dimensions.
ork for real-time semantic analysis of social streams,
.007i
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Fig. 10. An example of the charts plotted in CrowdPulse. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version
of this paper.)Q5

Table 1
Italian Hate Map – statistics about extracted content.Q6

Dimension #Tweets #GeoTweets %GeoTweets Timelapse

Homophobia 110,774 8501 7.66 January–October 2014
Racism 154,170 1940 1.24 January–October 2014
Violence 1,102,494 28,886 2.62 January–October 2014
Disability 479.654 3410 0.75 January–October 2014
Anti-Semitism 965 174 18.03 January–October 2014
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To perform the evaluation, we extracted a little sample
of 30,000 Tweets obtained by randomly sampling the
whole set of Tweets. The Tweets were manually labeled
by three different persons in order to obtain the ground
truth. Next, 30% of the Tweets were used to learn the
optimal classification threshold (the score above which a
Tweet can be labeled as neutral or positive) by following a
Greedy strategy. Next, the Sentiment Analysis algorithm
was run on the remaining Tweets and the effectiveness of
the techniques was evaluated by calculating the F1-
measure [56] on the Negative class, since we were mainly
Please cite this article as: C. Musto, et al., CrowdPulse: A fram
Information Systems (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.is.2015
interested in the precision of the algorithm on classifying
negative Tweets. Specifically, nine different configurations
of the algorithm have been compared, on varying of the
lexicon adopted (SentiWordNet (SWN), Sentic.net and
Mixed) and of the score calculation (Basic, Emphasized at
150% and Emphasized at 200%).

As shown in Table 2, the mixed strategy obtained the
best results with very promising scores. Indeed, the best-
performing configuration obtained an F1-measure of
76.3%. A quick analysis of the results showed that the
emphasis-based algorithm did not improve the results. This
ework for real-time semantic analysis of social streams,
.06.007i
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Table 2
Results of the experiment. The score reports the F1 measure obtained by
the configuration.Q7

SWN (%) SenticNet (%) Mixed (%)

Basic 73.8 74.4 76.3
Emphasis 150 73.5 72.5 75.6
Emphasis 200 73.0 74.1 71.3

Table 3
Results of the experiment. The score reports the F1 measure obtained by
the configuration.

Classifier (%) Lexicon (%)

Sense of Belonging 46.52 42.86
Diversity 33.33 45.24
Citizen Power 36.00 50.00
Participation 77.62 80.00
Trust 43.39 80.95
Overall 49.22 69.00

Table 4
Partial Lexicon for the Racism intolerance
dimension.

Italian English

Negro Nigger
Rumeno di merda Romanian Shit
Albanese di merda Albanian Shit
Zingaro Gypsy
Terrone Southerner
Muso Giallo Gook
Ebreo di Merda Jew Shit
Crucco Kraut
Kebabbaro Kebabbaro
Rabbino Rabbi
Giudeo Jew

Fig. 11. Italian Hate Map – anti-semitism. (For interpretation of the references to
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is probably due to the fact that intolerant behavior is
typically expressed by using nouns, while emphasis-based
configuration increases the score of different POS-
categories (as verbs and adjectives) which do not have
any influence in conveying intolerant content. As regards
the effectiveness of single lexicons, the F1-measure
obtained by SWN and SenticNet does not differ in a
significant way. The improvement obtained by the Mixed
configuration can be justified in virtue of the better
coverage of intolerant words which comes from the merge
of both lexicons. Indeed, the set of the terms which are
modeled by SentiWordNet e SenticNet is not totally over-
lapping, thus a merge of the information coming from
both information sources can lead to an improvement of
the overall precision of the algorithm. To sum up, it is
worth to note that these results are just preliminary, since
they have been obtained without any tuning on the
specific scenario. It is likely that a more in-depth analysis
of the behavior of the algorithm could produce a further
improvement of the overall results. However, even the
algorithm as it is can produce reliable results which can be
taken into account for the specific Italian Hate Map
scenario.
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5.2. Content classification in the SUN project

The goal of this experiment was to evaluate the effective-
ness of the strategies which were implemented in the Content
Classification module. As introduced in Section 4.4, we
compared an approach based on a multi-class classification
algorithm to a lexicon-based classification technique.

As regards the text classification algorithms, a randomly
chosen sample of 5000 social content was manually anno-
tated by three people. Next, the LibLinear library [20], an open
source library for large-scale linear classification, was chosen
to learn a classification model relying on labeled examples.
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color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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Fig. 12. Italian Hate Map – disability. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)

Fig. 13. Italian Hate Map – violence against women. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of
this paper.)
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LibLinear supports logistic regression and linear Support
Vector Machines (SVM) [31]. In our specific scenario, SVM
with linear kernel was used as learning technique, since
several work suggested the adoption of that kernel for text
classification problems [28].

Each social content was represented by merging the
keywords, the Wikipedia concepts and the Wikipedia
Please cite this article as: C. Musto, et al., CrowdPulse: A fram
Information Systems (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.is.2015
categories in which the entities are referred to. As
Wikipedia concepts we exploited the entities returned
by the entity linking pipeline, while as regards the
keywords the content was processed through a NLP
pipeline consisting of stopwords removal, stemming
and POS-tagging processes. To better deal with the
particular lexicon used in micro-blogs, the processing
ework for real-time semantic analysis of social streams,
.06.007i
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Fig. 14. Italian Hate Map – homophobia. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)

Fig. 15. Italian Hate Map – racism. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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pipeline was provided with a specific enriched list of
stop-words (e.g. btw used as abbreviation of by the way).
For the sake of simplicity, only 5 out of 8 social indicators
were used in this experiment, due to small number of
labeled examples obtained for the remaining categories.
Specifically, the social indicators taken into account have
been Sense of Belonging, Participation,Trust, Diversity and
Citizen Power. Experiments were run by performing a
split (70% training–30% test) of the sample, built by
maintaining the ratio between the cardinality of each
class, and the effectiveness was evaluated by calculating
F1-measure on the test set.
Please cite this article as: C. Musto, et al., CrowdPulse: A fram
Information Systems (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.is.2015
On the other side, experiments for the lexicon-based
approach were performed by defining a set of 40 sensible
terms (8 for each social indicator, on average). The set has
been defined by the team of the psychologists. Given that
this approach did not need any training, experiments were
performed on the same test set used for the text classifier.
Each item in test set was classified by calculating the
overlap between the features of each social content and
the lexicon describing each social indicator. Clearly, each
social content was classified in the social indicator which
contained more overlapping terms. Results of the Experi-
ments are reported in Table 3.
ework for real-time semantic analysis of social streams,
.06.007i
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Fig. 16. L'Aquila SUN – social indicators (part 1).

Fig. 17. L'Aquila SUN – social indicators (part 2).
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The main outcome of the experiment is that, despite its
simplicity, the lexicon-based approach outperforms the text
classifier for 4 out of 5 social indicators. Results are particu-
larly significant especially for the Trust and Citizen Power
indicators. This behavior is due to the fact that the nature of
the input makes very difficult to learn a reliable classification
model, since labeled examples are very noisy and short (a
Tweet can contain only 140 characters. The average length of
the input examples was around 9 features).

On the other side, a simple but effective approach
based on the calculation of the overlap between lexicons
is able to provide a more precise classification. The effec-
tiveness of the approach is also confirmed by the lower
number of false positives (12.2%, against 17.7% obtained by
the text classifier). Indeed, in such scenario, it is very
important that the overall score of the social indicator
depends on the sentiment of the social content which
actually refers to it, thus a very low number of false
positive is very important. These outcomes are not sur-
prising since the effectiveness of lexicon-based approaches
for real-time text analytics was already assessed in a
similar work by Melville et al. [39], in which a platform
operated by UNICEF Uganda for the automatic classifica-
tion of SMS messages is described.
Please cite this article as: C. Musto, et al., CrowdPulse: A fram
Information Systems (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.is.2015
To sum up, the overall results in terms of F1-measure were
encouraging and confirmed the effectiveness of our content
classification algorithm. The best version of the algorithm has
been integrated in the framework and has been exploited to
calculate the score associated to each social indicator.

6. Conclusions and future work

In this work we presented CrowdPulse, a framework for
real-time analysis of human-generated textual streams. We
showed the architecture of the framework as well as the
design choices behind all the modules which compose it. We
designed a framework where the combined use of techniques
for semantic representation and sentiment analysis can rapidly
provide a valuable and reliable snapshot of people feelings,
opinions and sentiments in several domains. As semantic
representation we proposed a new methodology based on
the combination of several entity linking algorithms, while for
sentiment analysis an approach based on the combination of
two state-of-the-art lexicons has been presented.

We also showed two real use cases of the framework:
the Italian Hate Map and the SUN project for the city of
L'Aquila. In both cases the framework showed its effec-
tiveness, since it was able to easily reach the project goals
with just some simple adaptation to domain-specific
requirements. As regards the Italian Hate Map project,
we gave a real evidence of the power and the effectiveness
of tools and techniques for monitoring and mining data for
social goods. The outcomes coming from psychological
analysis of the maps provide several valuable insights to
learn more about intolerant behaviors and to prevent it
through specific initiatives. In this specific scenario, thanks
to the analysis of big data, it has been possible to aggregate
rough information about user intents and behaviors in
order to build a valuable snapshot describing the current
situation of the Italian country. On the other side, for SUN
project, we showed that an integrated and multi-
disciplinary approach combining psycho-social research
with computer science can be exploited for mining social
data to obtain a valuable and interesting snapshot of
people feelings, sentiment and opinion about the current
state of the town. Moreover, those information can be
exploited to plan some specific intervention aimed at
empowering or recovering the situation of the indicator
whose score gets worse over time. We can also state that
the goodness of the design choices was confirmed by the
experiments performed in both scenarios.

However, the work is still ongoing so there is a lot of space
for future development. The very modular structure of the
framework makes very easy to extend it by introducing more
modules to process or to analyze the content gathered from
social networks. As an example, we plan to extend processing
modules by introducing techniques for social network analysis
and to link content-based information with the information
coming from the Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud.
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Appendix A

A.1. Lexicons

In this subsection we provide a partial lexicon for the
Racism intolerance dimension27. The lexicon is provided in
Table 4. As shown in the table, some of the terms are very
culture-dependant (as Southerner, which is used in Italy to
insult people from Southern Italy) or language-dependant (as
kebabbaro, the person who cooks kebab, which is typically
used to insult people from Turkey and the Middle East).

A.2. Analytics console – output

In this subsection we show the output produced by
CrowdPulse for both scenarios. For the Italian Hate Map
project, all the Hate Maps are reported, while for L'Aquila
Social Network a chart plotting the evolution of the
indicators in the timelapse taken into account within the
project is presented.

Even if the psychological analysis and the description of
the concrete outcomes of both projects are out of the
scope of this paper, a quick analysis of the images can
provide some interesting findings: as regards the Italian
Hate Map project, each of the images (from Figs. 11–15)
adopts the above-described heat map formalism to identify
the areas with a higher ratio of intolerant Tweets. Speci-
fically, all the maps share a common interesting pattern,
since the area around Milan and Lombardy Region is
colored red regardless of the specific intolerance dimen-
sion. It is also worth to note that the map showing the geo-
localization of Tweets against women is the one with the
highest amount of Tweets, specifically in the areas around
Naples and in Northern Italy. As regards L'Aquila Social
Urban Network project, Figs. 16 and 17 summarize the
score obtained by each social indicator according to the
social content extracted and classified by our framework.
Generally speaking, there is no clear trend in the data. This
means that the satisfaction of the citizens as well as the
social capital of the city is not getting recovered over time
(with the exception of the Citizen Power indicator). All the
indicators have a peak, but it is likely that it depends on
particular events happening in L'Aquila that influence
people's Tweeting activity in a specific (short) period of
time, thus influencing the overall score of an indicator in a
certain month.

However, regardless of the patterns emerging from the
output, these figures give a real evidence of the effective-
ness of the platform in carrying out the task of each
scenario. Indeed, thanks to this output, it is possible to
get a general overview of the data extracted from social
119

121

123

25 http://www.psicologia1.uniroma1.it/
26 http://www.voxdiritti.it/
27 We do not provide the lexicons for the other intolerance dimen-

sions due to the explicit terms they contain

Please cite this article as: C. Musto, et al., CrowdPulse: A fram
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networks. Finally, thanks to the exploitation of Machine
Learning techniques, complex phenomena as those we
took into account can be examined and understood from
different (novel) point of views.
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